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Abstract

Frequency modulation atomic force microscopy (FM-AFM) experiments were performed on the
calcite (101̄4) surface in pure water, and a detailed analysis was made of the 2D images at a
variety of frequency setpoints. We observed eight different contrast patterns that reproducibly
appeared in different experiments and with different measurement parameters. We then
performed systematic free energy calculations of the same system using atomistic molecular
dynamics to obtain an effective force ﬁeld for the tip-surface interaction. By using this force ﬁeld
in a virtual AFM simulation we found that each experimental contrast could be reproduced in our
simulations by changing the setpoint, regardless of the experimental parameters. This approach
offers a generic method for understanding the wide variety of contrast patterns seen on the calcite
surface in water, and is generally applicable to AFM imaging in liquids.
Keywords: atomic force microscopy, solid-liquid, calcite, modelling
(Some ﬁgures may appear in colour only in the online journal)
[10], crystal growth [11, 12], soil wetting [13] and catalytic
reactions [14].
Although FM-AFM in liquids has the potential to go
beyond the level of detail offered in conventional spectroscopic techniques usually applied to study solid–liquid
interfaces [15–21], it also provides signiﬁcant challenges in
interpretation. This has motivated signiﬁcant efforts to link
experimental efforts to simulations, from simple models
based on water density alone [22–24], to more complex
modelling including a complete tip-surface system [9, 25–31].
Most recently, a detailed comparison was made between
experimental and simulated 3D force ﬁelds obtained in liquid

1. Introduction
Frequency modulation atomic force microscopy (FM-AFM)
[1] has become an increasingly powerful tool for studying
materials in liquid environments with molecular resolution
[2]. In particular, the ability to measure 3D force distributions
in liquid offers unprecedented understanding of the hydration
structures at ionic surfaces [3–9]. This capability encourages
the application of FM-AFM to study processes where
hydration plays a key role, such as biomolecular function
6
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on the calcite (101̄4) surface [9]. This established a detailed
understanding of the contrast mechanism, and provided
strong evidence that the simulations captured the fundamental
physical processes occurring. However, obtaining 3D forces
in both experiment and theory is very time consuming, and
for wider application it is also important to understand 2D
images and how they relate to the imaging conditions
[3, 5, 7, 8, 32, 33]. In previous studies both analytical [34–36]
and full simulators [37–43] have been used to calculate
simulated images. The former lacks the electronics that
describe the ﬁnite feedback of an AFM experiment and the
latter generally only describe one particular experimental
setup, and are not easily applicable to the system we
study here.
In this work, we use the methods developed to understand 3D spectroscopy on calcite [9], and apply them to
understand a wide variety of 2D image contrast patterns. This
provides an FM-AFM imaging reference for this benchmark
surface, and also offers a template for general modelling and
understanding of 2D imaging contrasts in liquids.

speed system, we used a custom-built AFM controller with a
ﬁeld programmable gate array (FPGA) chip (Vertex-5,
Xilinx), where we implemented high-speed scanning control,
data recording and cantilever oscillation control functions.
2.2. Simulation methods

The simulation protocol for computing the tip-surface interactions and free energy is very similar to that already introduced previously [9, 31], and here we only give a brief
overview and highlight any differences. The atomistic model
of the system consisted of a slab of calcite, seven layers thick,
¯ ) surface along z and a 160 atom calcite
exposing the (1014
nanocluster terminating in a Ca2+ ion, modelling the AFM tip
apex. The latter is a reasonable tip model, as in experiments
the silicon tip almost always contacts the surface before
imaging and, thus, becomes covered with calcite [9]. The
whole system was fully solvated by SPC/Fw water molecules
in a rectangular simulation box with periodic boundaries,
measuring 4.06×3.95×9.77 nm3. Atomistic interactions
are described by the force ﬁeld developed by Raiteri et al [12]
We used the GROMACS simulation suite versions 4.5 and
4.6 [51] to carry out molecular dynamics simulations, and
umbrella sampling to obtain free energy proﬁles as a function
of the tip-surface distance, over 8×4 points on a calcite
surface unit cell. A 3D map of the force acting on the tip was
obtained from the derivative of these free energy proﬁles.
In order to obtain simulated 2D images we used the
Python virtual atomic force microscope (PyVAFM) [52] to
simulate the full scan of the surface by numerically solving
the equation of motion of the cantilever with parameters
k , f0 , Q, oscillating with an amplitude A in the 3D force ﬁeld
obtained from the atomistic simulation. The PyVAFM is a
simulation package which allows the reproduction of any
AFM experiment using a modular simulation, where each
individual module (known as a circuit) describes a realistic
component or process, e.g., a low pass ﬁlter. By connecting
these circuits one can match the experimental set-up as close
as possible and reproduce images from any experimental set
up or operational mode. In section 2.1 two different experimental AFM setups (standard and fast) are described, which
have besides different imaging speeds also different unique
cantilever parameters. For the fast AFM setup these are
f0 = 1.553 MHz, k=130 N m−1, A = 0.13 nm and
Q=10, whereas the standard AFM setup has
f0 = 1.29 MHz, k = 75.1 N m−1, A = 0.21 or 0.23 nm and
Q = 11.1. In order to obtain simulated 2D images, several
hundred frequency setpoints, effectively corresponding to
different average tip-surface distances, were simulated and
compared to experimental results in order to ﬁnd the best
match. Please note that the average tip height in this work is
deﬁned by the distance between tip apex and sample atoms,
which is 1.86 nm smaller than the centre of mass distance
used in the previous comparison of 3D data [9]. Furthermore,
since we did not observe any signiﬁcant differences in the
approach and retract curves in experiments, the force ﬁeld we
are using in simulations is fully conservative, and we are not
considering any dissipative effects [53–56].

2. Methods
2.1. Experimental methods

¯ ) (Crystal
For the AFM experiments, we used a calcite (1014
Base Co, Ltd.) substrate with a size of 5×5×2 mm3. The
substrate was glued on a sample holder and cleaved by a razor
blade. Immediately after the cleavage, we dropped 50 μl
Milli-Q water onto the sample surface. In the deposited water,
we performed FM-AFM imaging in the constant frequency
shift mode at room temperature. We used commercially
available silicon cantilevers (AC55, Olympus), with a typical
spring constantk, quality factorQ and resonance frequencyf0
of 80 N m−1, 10 and 1.5 MHz, respectively. In order to
improve the stability and reproducibility in the atomic-scale
imaging, the tip was coated with a 30 nm silicon ﬁlm by a dc
sputter coater (K575XD, Emitech) [44]. The oscillation
amplitude is typically chosen to optimise the image quality.
Theoretically, the maximum signal-to-noise ratio is achieved
with an amplitude similar to the decay length of the interaction force to be detected [45]. This corresponds to 0.1–0.5 nm
in the case of the hydration force. In fact, in our experiments,
we found that amplitude values within this range provide the
best image quality. Even though the existence of the oscillatory force proﬁle sometimes leads to the instabilities in the
tip-sample distance regulation, it is a convention within FMAFM in liquids to accept such instabilities to achieve the best
image quality using a small amplitude.
We used two different home-built AFM systems. Both
are equipped with an ultra low-noise cantilever deﬂection
sensor [46, 47] and a high-stability photothermal excitation
system [48, 49]. One is for standard-speed imaging (∼60 s/
frame), while the other is for high-speed imaging (∼2 s/
frame) [50]. For the standard system, we used a commercially
available AFM controller (ARC2, Asylum Research) and a
cantilever oscillation controller (OC4, SPECS). For the high2
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Figure 1. In (a) the Df curves above a Ca site (green), both inequivalent CO3 sites (yellow and red) and a line designating frequency shift
setpoint of Df = 1 kHz (blue) are shown. In (b) the change in piezo height (dotted line) required to obtain a constant frequency shift of 1 kHz,
and the associated Df curves above various sites are depicted. The numbers correspond with the different sites and are indicated (together
¯ sec) surface in (c). In (d) the piezo height is shown in a side view of the surface as it moves across the
with the scan line) on the calcite (1014
different sites.

7–9, with the only differences due to the thermodynamically
caused variations in the carbonate conﬁgurations (see also
ﬁgure 1(d) for a side view). In general, this effect can be
quite drastic, resulting in signiﬁcant height jumps (as seen
while going from 2 to 4). Hence when simulating images,
care must be taken that enough of the image has been
scanned in order to ensure the piezo height is low enough to
obtain a periodic response—just as in experiments.
In this context it is important to point out that when
naively applying an analytical formulation, when converting a
Df into an image, and searching for where the frequency
change (Df ) is equal to the setpoint may, in the case of
constant frequency experiments in liquids, yield incorrect
results, due to the possible different heights for a given
setpoint. Consequently, it is important in the simulations to
take into account how the electronics in the given experiment
react to the changes in Df . For example, in the experiment
when the Df is lower than the setpoint the tip is brought
closer to the surface and the tip is moved further away when
the Df is larger than the setpoint. As a result of this it is
possible for a given site that the cantilever can obtain the
setpoint at a given height, but on reaching a periodically
similar site, ﬁnds itself at a lower z position despite the site
being identical. Hence it can be concluded that the height of
the tip at any given setpoint depends on the height scanning a
particular site. The PyVAFM automatically recovers the
correct behaviour in real experiments, as it is modelling all the
electronics, but analytical approaches [57, 58] must be
modiﬁed to account for this multiple height for a given setpoint effect.

2.3. Constant frequency imaging in liquids

Above different crystal sites (e.g., above Ca or CO3), different frequency shift responses are observed, see
ﬁgure 1(a) where three representative responses as obtained
from the atomistic free energy simulations are depicted.
Now, for example, if we assume a frequency shift setpoint
of 1 kHz (the horizontal blue line in ﬁgure 1(a)) and if we
then approach the surface (i.e., coming from the right in
ﬁgure 1(a)) we can see that we can intersect the frequency
shift response curves at different heights (e.g., for both CO3
sites at around 0.58, 0.40, 0.35 or 0.29 nm). Thus, there are
different heights at which the setpoint can be found above a
given site, which is in contrast to nearly all measurements in
vacuum. This has an important effect on an approaching
cantilever, as is explained in ﬁgure 1(b). In this ﬁgure,
different Df curves above various sites (numbered from 1
through 9, with their location depicted in ﬁgure 1(c)) are
shown together with the piezo height over a scan line. At
the initial piezo position over a Ca site (1 in 1(b)) the tip is
around 0.8 nm from the surface, it then scans laterally and
ﬁnds a similar Df at position2. As it passes the protruding
oxygen of the carbonate group (3), it descends to below
0.6 nm to ﬁnd the same Df . When keeping scanning,
despite being over an effectively equivalent Ca site (4), it
descends to ﬁnd a Df much closer to the surface, as in this
case the setpoint can be found at several heights (see
ﬁgure 1(a)) and the magnitude of the Df relative to the
setpoint determines the direction of search (a smaller Df
than the setpoint causes descent in this case). Once stabilised in this regime, the scanline from 4–6 is repeated from
3
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Figure 2. The eight distinct and reproducible contrast patterns observed in experiments for different frequency shift setpoint Df and
oscillation amplitudes A.

3. Image recognition algorithm

images were within the top 5% of scores, 7 within the top
10%, 3 within the top 15%, 3 within the top 25% and 3 within
the top 35%.

In the next section we compare our theoretical images with
the experimental results. In order to aid us we developed an
image recognition algorithm, which compares an experimental image to all our simulated images. The basis of the
algorithm is to analyse and compare the 2D image Fourier
spectrum. Taking the Fourier transform yields several
advantages: atomically resolved images tend to exhibit high
levels of periodicity resulting in strong peaks in the ﬁnal
spectrum; the transforms are phase invariant, which is vital
since atomic sites cannot be explicitly identiﬁed from
experimental images; additionally the transforms are insensitive to scale, so that an image that contains one unit cell,
yields the same spatial frequencies as an image that contains
two or more unit cells. A similarity ‘score’ is obtained by
taking each line of the Fourier transform of the image and
comparing it directly to the corresponding line in the reference image. This is repeated for each line and an average
difference between each line is computed. In addition to this
score we also examine the amplitude difference between the
two images to obtain an amplitude matching score. In the case
of constant frequency experiments, we compare the average
change in height of the z-piezo in both the reference experimental image and the simulated images. A ﬁnal score is
computed by summing both scores, with a weighting of 90%
towards pattern matching and 10% towards amplitude
matching. Out of the 27 computed images 11 of the chosen

4. Results and discussion
In ﬁgure 2 we present a set of eight experimental contrast
patterns that we consider distinct and reproducible across
several experiments. Most of the patterns seen are associated
with a particular set of measurement parameters, i.e., fast or
standard, but there are often similar images in both setups
and, for instance, contrast pattern 2 is very clearly seen in
both. The raw data presented in ﬁgure 2 has considerable
noise and is not corrected for drift. Hence it has been postprocessed by applying an averaging ﬁlter over the image and
correcting for thermal drift to remove any distortion. Finally,
by applying a pattern matching algorithm it is possible to
further enhance the image, taking into account the whole
image to provide an averaged image slightly larger than one
unit cell. These enhanced data images, as well as the simulated images, are presented in ﬁgures 3 and 4.
The simulated images were selected with assistance of
the algorithm discussed in section 3 from hundreds of images
at different setpoints to ﬁnd the best matches, regardless of the
parameter set used. However, the simulated data did not show
large variations in the contrast patterns according to the setup,
as in experiments, and in order to emphasise this, ﬁgures 3
4
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Figure 3. A comparison of the characteristic experimental images repeatedly observed and corresponding simulated images for contrast

patterns 1–4. Df is frequency shift setpoint, A is amplitude, Dz is the average contrast in topography and z̄ is the average tip height in
simulations across an image.

are somewhat more sensitive to the parameters. For example,
in contrast pattern 2, the fast AFM simulated image shows
the line and spot contrast seen in experiments more clearly
than the other setups. It is likely no coincidence that agreement is less striking in the images at long-range (ﬁgures 3(a),
(b)) and close-range (ﬁgures 4(c), (d)). At long-range,
the forces are small and quite similar, and very small changes
in the setpoint can cause large changes in the contrast (see
ﬁgure 5). Closer to the surface, the forces become very
large and depend strongly the exact nature of the tip and
parameters used. In terms of a comparison of measured
and simulated average contrast in topography (Dz in ﬁgures 3
and 4) the comparison also follows this trend to a degree,
with the poorest agreement for contrast patterns 1 and 2
(simulations about 2–5 times larger), and very good agreement for all the other contrast patterns—conﬁrming that the
simulations are qualitatively capturing the site-dependent
interactions.

and 4 show simulated images for each contrast pattern with
three different virtual AFM setups, representing the fast and
two standard parameter sets. In general, the dominating factor
in the contrast pattern observed is the average height of the
tip, as this determines the forces experienced by the tip, and
the observed contrasts are ordered with respect to the predicted average height—from over 0.7 nm in contrast pattern 1
to less than 0.3 nm in contrast pattern 8. While the simulated
and experimental 2D images show good qualitative agreement, some quantitative differences exist, reﬂecting the fact
that we do not have exactly the same tip as in experiments—
in fact we use a highly idealised model of the experimental tip
in our simulations. In light of this, it is even more remarkable
that simulations appear to recover all the observed contrast
patterns reasonably well with a single tip and force
ﬁeld, which is rare, even for imaging insulators in vacuum
[59, 60]. Looking in detail, some contrast patterns are better
reproduced by simulations, in particular 3–6, while the others
5
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Figure 4. A comparison of the characteristic experimental images repeatedly observed and corresponding simulated images for contrast

patterns 5–8. Df is frequency shift setpoint, A is amplitude, Dz is the average contrast in topography and z̄ is the average tip height in
simulations across an image.

varies across the different signals, but it is present in all
channels.
Interestingly, the commonly used assumption that the
frequency shift corresponds to the force gradient in AFM
imaging [1] appears not to hold in ﬁgure 5. This is because we
must take into consideration that the cantilever is oscillating
with some ﬁnite amplitude and samples the force over a range
of tip-surface distances. This process is further complicated
by the fact that the velocity of the cantilever is not constant
during the oscillation cycle, hence the forces felt at the turning
points of the oscillation contribute more to the ﬁnal Df signal.
To illustrate this, in ﬁgure 6 we have plotted the oscillation
range of the tip over the force and frequency shift curves
(calculated using our PyVAFM see section 2.2).

Further analysis of the contrast patterns can be made by
looking in detail at the relationship between water density,
free energy, tip-sample force, gradient of the force and
frequency shift. Figure 5 shows this comparison over one
Ca and one CO3 surface site. Here, the water density is calculated without the nanocluster tip, hence, it only shows the
position of the hydration layers above the surface. Although
the link between water density and free energy in the full tipsample system is complex, the equilibrium hydration layer
structure is reﬂected in the measured forces [9], and in certain
cases can be used as the basis of simpler modelling approaches [22, 23, 31]. This can be seen directly from the positions
of the hydration layers in ﬁgures 5(a) and (b), and the
corresponding peaks in the other plots. The correlation
6
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Figure 5. The water density, free energy, tip-sample force, force

gradient and simulated frequency shift (plotted with respect to lowest
turning point) for sites above a (a) Ca and (b) CO3 site with
f0=1.55 Mhz, Q=10, k=130 N m−1, A=0.13 nm.

Figure 6. Schematic example oscillations of the cantilever at long

(red), medium (yellow) and close (blue) approach above (a) Ca and
(b) CO3 sites overlaid on the simulated force and frequency shift
(plotted with respect to lowest turning point), for a cantilever with
parameters f0=1.55 Mhz, Q=10, k=130 N m−1, and
A=0.13 nm.

It is immediately evident that imaging at long-range, in
the red region, will provide a fairly smooth average, as both
extremes sample relatively similar interactions to the midpoint, i.e., the average distance at that setpoint. However, at
close-range, in the blue region and also in mid-range (yellow)
over the Ca site we see that there is signiﬁcant differences in
the interaction at the turning points, and the midpoint is not at
all representative of the interactions experienced along the
whole oscillation.
If we reﬂect on the previous discussion of the quality of
agreement between experimental and simulated images,
ﬁgure 6 also provides an obvious explanation of why the
amplitude has the largest effect on where these contrasts
appear—at close approach changing the amplitude has a very
large effect on the interactions sampled. As an example of
this, the amplitude of the fast AFM simulation setup in contrast 8 was slightly increased to 0.17 nm (see ﬁgure 4(d))
allowing us to get a higher setpoint (hence also moving the tip
closer to the surface), but still providing similar contrast to the
other setups. Ultimately, this leads to an issue that in simulations the tip cannot be brought close enough (without
crashing) to observe a given contrast. This is demonstrated in
contrast pattern 8 in ﬁgure 4(d) for A=0.23 nm, where it was
impossible to get stable imaging at a closer average height z̄
than 0.32 nm as the blue region in ﬁgure 6 is at the limit of the

simulated data (even using smaller, unphysical amplitudes
does not help much due to the rapid force changes in the
region).

5. Conclusions
In conclusion, a comparison of experimental and simulated
2D AFM images shows that all the characteristic contrasts
seen in experiments can be understood in terms of the frequency setpoint (i.e., average tip-surface distance) and
amplitude (i.e., interaction range sampled during an oscillation). This acts as a useful reference for future studies on this
benchmark surface, in particular as deviations from these
contrast patterns highlight systems where, for example, the
tip, solvated ions or surface-induced processes are strongly
changing the imaging conditions from the standard established here.
Within this study only one tip has been considered, and
although the tip clearly plays a role in the absolute nature of
2D imaging, we can still obtain reasonable agreement
between experimental and simulated images. Although tip
7
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preparation in all experiments was formally the same, the
history of contact with the surface and reactions in the solvent
must cause differences in tip chemistry and structure. Perhaps
these are reﬂected in images at long- and close-range, and
further studies could explore the tip-dependence in detail for a
variety of plausible tip models, and also including experiments using functionalised tips. Control of the tip apex has
been a revolution in low temperature, ultra high vacuum AFM
imaging [61], and anything approaching this in liquids would
represent enormous progress.
Although this work has focused on interpretation of FMAFM, the general conclusions are equally applicable to
amplitude modulated AFM [62], a parallel technique widely
used in biomolecular studies, but also recently used to study
ionic surfaces in high resolution [63–67]. The differences are
mainly related to the experimental setup and procedure, and
we plan to perform a systematic comparison of the two AFM
imaging modes for calcite in liquid in the future.
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